NOTICE OF SANITARY SEWER INSPECTIONS
RedZone Robotics, a contractor working for the City will be inspecting the
sanitary sewer lines. Work will primarily occur between 7:00 am and 7:00 pm
seven days a week and sometimes at night.
These inspections involve assessing the condition of our small diameter sewers, trunk sanitary sewers
and manholes.
Due to their larger size and continuous flow, normal televising methods can’t
always detect distresses in the larger line. Fairly recent advances in technology
have been able to address these issues allowing for better condition assessments.
Multi-sensor robotic systems (MSRS) will be utilized consisting of high definition
closed circuit television (HD-CCTV), laser and sonar technologies into a single
unit. All images and data are captured and
synchronized simultaneously allowing the
viewer to obtain a more comprehensive
assessment of the pipe’s condition, both above
and below water.

The results will enable the City to determine the condition of the sanitary sewers and their risk for
failure. Knowing the condition of our sanitary sewers will provide the City with the necessary
information to identify and program capital and maintenance expenditure decisions while lowering our
risk exposure and failure consequences.

During the inspections you may notice RedZone vehicles, crews
and equipment in the area. They are gaining access to the trunk
sewers through manholes. They may need to park along the
street or go through rear yards to access these manholes. Your
presence is not necessary during the inspections. All public
safety authorities will be notified prior to the inspections.
Please mention this notice to your neighbors to help us spread
the word.
From past experience, we know that this process does not normally interrupt sewer service or otherwise
disrupt your daily routine. However, in a few circumstances residents may experience some
inconvenience. Even though we are not inspecting individual service lines, in rare instances, residents
may experience increased water levels into floor drains or lower level toilets. These should only be
temporary.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this project, or experience any problems during this
work, please feel free to contact the Public Works Department at 1-815-632-6657. To report problems
after regular business hours (7:00am - 3:00pm), please call the Police Department non-emergency line
1-815-632-6640.

